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[Guide] Bevi Standup 2.0 Routine
Maintenance

Overview
The purpose of this document is to provide detailed directions for the general cleaning
and biannual sanitation of Standup 2.0 machines. Bevi’s goal is to make regular
cleaning a scheduled occurrence during technician service visits. It is important to keep
the Bevi clean for quality and food safety requirements, as well as to maintain a great
customer experience with each beverage dispense.

Questions Answered in this Document
1. How to inspect and clean the drip tray
2. How to inspect and clean the nozzle and concentrate assembly
3. How to inspect and clean BIB connectors, concentrate BIBs and shelves
4. How to inspect and clean the interior and exterior of the Bevi cabinet

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: How often should routine maintenance be performed?
A: The Bevi components detailed in this document should be visually inspected during every
service and cleaned/sanitized appropriately as needed.
Q: Why is cleaning necessary?
A: To ensure safety, quality and to maintain a great customer experience.

Required Tools & Materials
Sanitation Kit 720-0066

● Cleaning Brushes
● Microfiber Cleaning Towels
● Chlorine Based Sanitizer
● Spray Bottle
● Non-abrasive ammonia-based glass Cleaner
● Gloves
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Recommended Cleaning tools  (Octopus connector Required)

5 Gallon Bucket                       Cleaning Brushes                           Microfiber Cloths

Spray Bottles                    Chlorine-based Sanitizer
1 oz. packet : 3 gallons water
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Task 1: Overview
With each service visit to a Bevi Standup 2.0 for consumable swaps or otherwise, be
sure to do visual inspections on the following areas:

● Drip tray
● Nozzle area
● BIB connectors
● Flavor BIBs
● Flavor shelves
● General interior and exterior of the Bevi

If any of these areas are visibly soiled, be sure to clean as needed.

If replacing concentrates, check their shelves and surrounding areas for any
spills, leaks or drips. Clean as needed by removing BIBs independently and
spraying each shelf with the sanitizer solution before wiping down with a
microfiber cloth.

1. Clean the inside of the machine by spraying sanitizer solution on affected areas
(such as the base of the door, filter, carbon dioxide tank, etc.) as concentrate
dripping causes residue to settle. Allow the solution to sit for at least 1 minute
and wipe clean using a damp microfiber cloth and cleaning brushes as needed.

Task 1 Clean the Exterior of the Bevi
1. Spray a clean microfiber cloth with a sanitizing solution and wipe the

outside of the Bevi unit top to bottom.
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2. Spray a clean microfiber cloth with an appropriate glass cleaner and wipe
off any residue, fingerprints or overspray from the touchscreen.

3. Remove the drip tray and empty any excess liquid. Hand wash if excess
build up is visible. Please note, the drip tray is hand-wash only and is
not dishwasher safe.

4. Spray the nozzle area, if visibly soiled, with sanitizer solution to clean and
let sit for at least 1 minute. Spray with clean, warm water to rinse and wipe
any excess water with microfiber cloth.  Spray the flavor barbs with
sanitizer.

NOTE: Flavor Barbs are located inside the flavor nozzle (see image below).

NOTE: Clean the floor in front of the Bevi if needed.

Task 2 - Inspect, Clean and sanitize the Interior of the Bevi

1. Swipe up the “Explore” button on the bottom-right of the dispense screen,
then click “Service” at the top-left. Use the pin number (1 9 8 6) to access
the service panel home page.
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2. Click the “Machine Alerts” button on the bottom-right, followed by
“Troubleshooting Tools” on the left of the screen
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3. Check the expiration dates for all installed flavors using the “Flavors and
Enhancements” tab under “Controls” (see ).below.  If all are current,
continue to Task 3. If not, replace expired flavors, following the steps
below

4. If the door hasn’t opened automatically, go back to the Home page, click
the “Open Door” button at the top right corner

5. Select Flavors and Functionals and invoke the replenishment wizard to
scan out any flavors that are expired, depleted or requested to be
changed, using the RFID label and replace accordingly.

6. Follow the instructions to scan in and place new BIBs in respective slots.

7. If replacing flavors, check their shelves and surrounding areas for any
liquid spillage and clean as needed with the sanitizer solution and
using microfiber cloth to wipe clean.

8. Be sure to prime any new flavors installed.
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Task 3 - Inspect, Clean and sanitize the Interior of the Bevi

1. Clean the inside of the machine by spraying sanitizer solution on
affected areas (such as the base of the door, filter, carbon dioxide
tank, etc.) as liquid dripping causes residue to settle.

2. Allow the solution to sit for at least 1 minute and wipe clean using
water and the microfiber cloth and cleaning brushes as necessary.

3. Test each flavor before leaving.

As always, if you have any questions please feel free to contact our support team at
support@bevi.co.
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